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Abstract

Purpose: We have developed an infrared earphone-type thermometer (“CE-thermo®”) able to continuously monitor body temperature in pediatric patients undergoing general anesthesia. In this study, we evaluated the usefulness of this
device in pediatric patients receiving general anesthesia for non-cardiac surgery.
Methods: After approval from Sapporo Medical University Research Ethics
Board, twenty pediatric patients scheduled for non-cardiac surgery under general
anaesthesia were enrolled in this study. During general anesthesia, both esophageal temperature (Teso) and tympanic temperature (Ttym, measured by “CE-thermo®”) were monitored and continuously recorded for subsequent analysis.
This is a pilot study that enrolled twenty patients scheduled for non-cardiac surgery under general anaesthesia. All patients were ASA physical status 1 or 2 and
aged between 4 and 12 years.
Results: The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 0.84, indicating a strong
correlation between oesophageal temperature and tympanic temperature. A
Bland-Altman plot showed that the mean bias of the “CE-thermo®” was -0.19,
below that of Teso (2 SD ± 0.60 ºC).
Conclusion: The new earphone-type thermometer “CE-thermo®” is highly reliable for core body temperature monitoring in pediatric patients during general
anesthesia.

Introduction
Monitoring and maintaining core body temperature
effectively during general anaesthesia is critical in order to
avoid preoperative complications caused by hyperthermia and
hypothermia. In the case of malignant hyperthermia, abnormal
elevation of body temperature must be detected and investigated timely to institute effective intervention[1,2]. If not in malignant hyperthermia cases, overwhelmed heat by perioperative
warming may raise the core body temperature too much during
paediatric anesthesia. However, in perioperative surgery, the incidence of careless hypothermia is much higher than hyperthermia[3]. Perioperative hypothermia can cause adverse events such
as life-threaten arrhythmias[4], an increased incidence of surgical site infections (SSI)[5], abnormalities of haemostasis[6,7], and
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post-operative shivering[8,9]. Although, anesthesiologists routinely monitor core body temperature during anesthesia via the oesophageal, tympanic, rectal or bladder routes, temperature monitoring using these sites may be invasive and/or inaccurate[10-12].
Selecting a suitable device to monitor core body temperature
may be particularly difficult in paediatric anesthesia.
We have previously reported a disposable, earphone-type infrared tympanic thermometer (“CE-thermo®”),
able to continuously monitor tympanic membrane temperature,
which reflects internal carotid artery temperature and internal
jugular vein[13]. We have recently developed a disposable infrared earphone-type thermometer that can monitor perioperative
core body temperature in paediatric patients. In this observation
study, we evaluated the usefulness of the new earphone-type
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thermometer in paediatric patients undergoing general anesthesia for non-cardiac surgery.
Methods
Ethical approval for this study was provided by the
Sapporo Medical University Research Ethics Board, Sapporo,
Japan, on 15 November 2014 (2014: No. 262-103; Chairperson:
N. Masumori). The trial was registered at the UMIN-Clinical
Trials Registry (UMIN000016147) before patient recruitment.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients’ parents and
written assent was obtained from each patient if they can write
own their name?
Twenty patients, all American Society of Anesthesiologists Physical Status (ASA-PS) 1 or 2, and aged between 4 and
12, scheduled for non-cardiac surgery under general anesthesia,
were enrolled in this study. Patients with esophageal lesions
and/or external auditory canal abnormalities were excluded. No
premedication was given. On admission to the operating room
(OR), a 22G intravenous catheter was inserted into the antecubital vein of the left arm, and infusion of bicarbonate Ringer’s
solution warmed to 37.0 ºC was commenced.
General anesthesia was induced with intravenous thiamylal (5 mg/kg) and fentanyl (1.0 – 2.0 μg/kg). Tracheal intubation was performed after administering 0.6 mg/kg rocuronium. Anesthesia was maintained with 2.0 – 3.0% sevoflurane,
adjusted to maintain mean arterial pressure within 80 – 120%
of baseline values in a mixture of 2 L/minor and 2 L/min oxygen. Fentanyl was administered intermittently as an adjuvant
analgesic during surgery. After intubation, the anesthesiologist
in attendance used a forced-air warming system (Bair HuggerTM;
3M, MN) to maintain normothermia. The temperature of the
Bair HuggerTM was set to 38.0 ºC during general anesthesia, and
discontinued if the patient’s oesophageal temperature exceeded
38.0 ºC. After induction of general anaesthesia, an esophageal
temperature probe (Nova temp®; NOVAMED, NY) was inserted into the oesophagus under direct observation of the perform
sinus using the McGrath® MAC (Aircraft Medical Co., Ltd.,
UK). McGrath® MAC is the device which can help to incubate
the tube in nature, but in this study, we used it in order to guide
the oesophageal probe into oesophagus safely and properly. The
earphone-type thermometer “CE-thermo®” was then attached
to the external auditory canal. Oesophageal temperature (Teso)
and Tympanic membrane temperature (Ttym), measured by each
device respectively, were monitored and continuously recorded
to a laptop computer at one minute intervals until just before
discontinuation of sevoflurane. During the study period, ambient
temperature was maintained between 22 – 23.0 ˚C and humidity
kept at 40%.
The Ttym measured by the new earphone-type infrared
tympanic thermometer was evaluated in comparison with Teso.
Pearson’s correlation and Bland-Altman plots were used to compare Teso and Ttym. Bland-Altman plotting was also used to
evaluate the limits of agreement between Teso and Ttym. Judging from the past studies, mean differences (bias) > 0.4˚C and
two standard deviations (SD) > v ± 1.0˚C were also defined as
being statistically significant[13,14].

Results
We enrolled 20 pediatric patients aged between 4 and
12 years in this study. From these, we collected a total of 1,732
values each for Teso and Ttym. Data were extracted from six
cases of ontological surgery, five cases of dermatological surgery, four cases of orthopaedic surgery, three cases of ophthalmologic surgery, one case of gynaecological surgery, and one
case of neurosurgery. Any monitoring artifacts caused by bipolar
high-frequency coagulation were disregarded and not included
in the analysis.
The mean age of participants was 6.5 years (IQR: 5.010.3), median duration of surgery was 50 min (IQR: 28-83), and
median duration of general anesthesia was 116 min (IQR: 90161).
Figure-1 shows Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r),
which was 0.84, indicating a strong correlation between Teso
and Ttym. Figure-2 shows the Bland-Altman plot between Teso
and Ttym. The mean bias of the earphone type thermometer was
- 0.19 ºC below the Teso with 2SD ± 0.60 ºC. There were no
complications related to the site of insertion of the oesophageal
probe or attachment of the earphone-type thermometer.

Figure 1: Plotting of tympanic membrane temperature (Ttym) and
esophageal temperature (Teso). A strong correlation is shown between
Ttym and Teso. (Pearson’s correlation coefficient: 0.84).

Figure 2: Bland-Altman plot of Teso and Ttym. The mean bias of the
earphone type thermometer is -0.19 ºC below Teso (2SD ± 0.60 ºC).
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Discussion
Monitoring of core body temperature is especially important in pediatric patients because the relative body surface
area of a child is larger than that of an adult. These patients
also have less subcutaneous fatty tissue compared to adults,
while the hypothalamic temperature control centre is not fully
developed[15]. As such, accurate monitoring of body temperature should be instituted during general anesthesia and patients
warmed appropriately.
Body temperature in pediatric anesthesia is generally
monitored via probes placed in the oesophagus, rectum or bladder. Data gathered from adult surgery cases have shown that
measurement of rectal and bladder temperatures is less reliable
in lower abdominal surgery, because it is influenced by ambient temperature[16]. Measurement of Teso has high reliability for
core body temperature monitoring; however, insertion of an oesophageal probe can only be applied under general anesthesia
in non-cardiac surgery. Incorrect temperature monitoring will
poorly reflect real values and may fail to detect drastic changes
in core body temperature. In addition, the insertion of invasive
probes may damage tissues and mucous membranes.
Measurement of Ttym has been established as a suitable
method because the blood flow to the tympanic membrane is directly supplied by the internal carotid artery[17], and a disposable,
non-invasive earphone-type infrared tympanic thermometer is
already available for clinical use under general anesthesia. In
adult patients, this device has been proven to be non-invasive, reliable, simple to use and good following performance. Additionally, this tympanic thermometer enables continuous monitoring
of core body temperature during anesthesia. The adult model is
however not suitable for the pediatric patient’s ear canal because
of its larger size. To resolve this problem, we have developed a
smaller infrared earphone-type thermometer “CE-thermo®” for
use in pediatric patients, operating on the same principles as the
adult model. The portion of the new “CE-thermo®” in contact
with the external auditory canal is made of silicon (hardness:
55), has a soft consistency, and carries a lower risk of skin damage (Figure-3 a-b).

Bland-Altman analysis in this study revealed repeatability and low bias. This indicates that the “CE-thermo®” for
pediatric patients is highly reliable for measurement of core body
temperature during general anesthesia. And this device also used
for propofol sedation[18] and procedure under regional anesthesia[19]. It can be another advantage to attach the earphone-type
thermometer painlessly.
There remain some issues regarding this device. Firstly,
in some cases, there may be a delay (around two minutes) to
obtain temperature values after device attachment. This may be
due to misalignment of the sensor with the tympanic membrane.
In other cases, proper contact between the silicon surface of the
device and the external auditory canal may be suboptimal.
Secondly, this newly developed device is not suitable in
certain types of surgery such as craniotomy, ontological surgery
and neck surgery. Surgical preparation above the neck can directly interfere with monitoring of tympanic temperature. Covering the whole ear with a sterile occlusive dressing just after
insertion of “CE-thermo®” might resolve this problem. Thirdly,
inflammation of the middle or external ear may impede accurate
monitoring of tympanic temperature. We should check whether
obtained values are correct or not, because the qualifying pediatric patients between 4 - 12 years tend to be affected with otitis media. In clinical research, Doğan H.H., et al. presented that
the infected ears had an around 0.5°C higher temperature than
non-infected ears[20].
Since this study is a small observation test with 20 subjects, it is necessary to conduct a multicentric study in order to
judge the effectiveness and safety of new earphone-type thermometer.

Conclusion
Pearson’s correlation and Bland-Altman analysis of the
temperature values obtained from the new tympanic thermometer for pediatric patients suggest that this device is reliable for
core body temperature monitoring. This device is furthermore
simple to use, non-invasive, and is a hygienic and disposable
product.
Conflict of interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Figure 3: (a) The “CE-thermo®” for pediatric patients is inserted into
either the left or right ear canal.
The probe surface in contact with the external auditory canal is made
of silicon.
(b) Clinical use of the device: the photograph shows attachment of the
“CE-thermo®” in the left ear of a 4-year-old-boy. Use of this new device is recommended in children above the age of 4 years.
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